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Introduction
Thinkst Canary is a mixed interaction honeypot solution by Thinkst Applied Research, proven
in production networks over a number of years. Canary involves two major components:

1. The Canary device placed in your networks.
2. The Console, a management server to which the Canary reports. This server is a

single tenanted instance of Canary server, running in our cloud on Amazon’s EC2
service.

Canaries require a lightweight, yet reliable, communication mechanism to the Console. We
have designed a custom DNS overlay protocol to facilitate this need for communication. As
typical DNS is carried by UDP (a stateless protocol), we have created mechanisms to ensure
reliability and security. Techniques such as these have long been used by hackers for
exfiltration of data. Starting with these ideas, we’ve extended that research for noble use,
facilitating reliable and secure Canary communication with zero configuration changes
required in most host networks.
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Guiding principles for communications
Before we dive into the details of the communications protocol, let’s cover the four
principles which guide our protocol design. We favour safety, reliability, robustness, and
ease of deployment.

All communications are encrypted
In order to ensure integrity of the alert information provided by Canary, all communication
between the bird and the Console is encrypted and authenticated.

Reuse of battle-tested crypto tools
Canary offloads cryptographic work to trusted libraries (NaCL), in order to avoid reinventing
new tools or mechanisms, which could lead to new vulnerabilities being introduced.

Prefer robustness over performance
In designing our communications protocols, we have developed a mechanism for the
Canaries to communicate with their Consoles reliably and robustly. The birds should try very
hard to deliver their event reports, guaranteeing delivery even when there is prolonged
network disruption.

Zero changes in most networks
A breach detection service should never increase the attack footprint. For this reason, the
Canary protocol should ensure that no new firewall rules, nor exceptions, should be made
for the Canary. This allows the Canaries to be put in place, without having to make changes
to the existing infrastructure.
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Phases of operation
Canary has two modes that it operates in: Configuration mode, and Live mode.

This distinction allows the bird to explicitly allow local configuration only when the device has
been physically booted into the configuration mode. This also means that when a bird is
running live, there is no tell-tale configuration interface pointing to its true purpose. The bird
communicates with the Console in both configuration mode and in live mode, as detailed
below.

Configuration mode
When a bird enters configuration mode, the administrator’s purpose is generally to register
the device or to alter a setting. In configuration mode, there are two data streams: from
administrator’s browser to Canary, and from administrator’s browser to Console. In this
mode, communications between the admin’s browser and Canary happen over HTTP on
Bluetooth or local Ethernet. Communications with the Console take place over HTTPS on the
public Internet.

Live mode
Once the configuration is complete, the Canary will reboot into live mode. In this phase of
operation, the device looks exactly like the personality it has been configured to emulate. No
configuration interface runs. Communications with other devices on the network occur at
their instigation. For example, if an attacker attempts to reach the Canary on HTTP (port 80)
and the web service is running, then a web page will be returned.  Whether the Canary
services are encrypted naturally depends on the service. For example, the Canary’s SSH and
HTTPS services are encrypted and attacker traffic to these services will not be visible to other
network participants. However, for clear-text services a network-observer would be able to
record the traffic between the attacker and the Canary. Traffic between the Canary and the
Console uses symmetric encryption, where the symmetric key is configured during an initial
key exchange that happens during device registration. It is this traffic which relies on a
custom DNS overlay protocol. We cover it in detail below.
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Connecting to your bird
We cover the IP settings for configuration mode in more detail in the knowledge base
(http://help.canary.tools) but here’s a quick rundown of the network connectivity options.

In configuration mode the Canary device advertises a Bluetooth PAN (personal area
network, or Access point on windows) profile. Connect to the Bluetooth network and browse
the URL http://setup.canary.tools (This URL will resolve to the IP address of all Canary
devices in configuration mode - 10.9.8.7).

The configuration can also be performed by connecting an Ethernet cable directly between
the Canary and the administrator's computer. The bird will attempt to DHCP, but will also
configure a static address (see this article for more details).

Dataflows
The two major data-flows (Registration and DNS Tunneling) are described below.

Registration Dataflow
On first boot, the bird generates a local asymmetric key-pair. During the device registration
process, the public key is exchanged between the Canary and the Console. This is
accomplished via pivoting or proxying the data via the administrator’s browser.

Requirements for pivoting registration data

For this pivoting to work, the administrator must be logged into their Console’s web interface
and have access to the Console. The Console requires that cookies be enabled. At the same
time, the administrator must be connected to the bird, via either Bluetooth or Ethernet, and
have the Canary configuration page open in the same browser.

DNS Tunneling
DNS Tunnelling is a method of carrying data into and out of networks, by encapsulating said
data within DNS queries and responses. By utilising all of the benefits of DNS, while
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containing the nuances, Canary effectively uses DNS as a reliable, stateful, encrypted
communication mechanism.

Recursive DNS
Canaries utilise DNS to transmit data out of their home networks to the Canary Console. So
long as the Canary is able to make public DNS queries, it will happily communicate with its
Console.

FIGURE 1 – RECURSIVE DNS LOOKUPS

To summarise Figure 1, the Canary will only ever issue TXT DNS queries, and receive answers
back from its assigned, internal DNS server. Besides this communication to and from the
Internal DNS server, no other management traffic is emitted. This means that in almost all
cases, no additional firewall rules or ACLs are required for Canary operations. This enables
the Canary to reach its Console on networks with no direct Internet access, without changes
to the network.
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DNS over HTTPS (DoH)
Canary version 3 and higher supports the optional usage of DNS over HTTPS (DoH). If users
elect to configure DoH on their birds, then the Canary will continue to rely on DNS traffic as
described above (including all encryption and encoding steps). The sole difference is that
instead of the bird’s DNS query being directed towards a DNS server, the bird first makes a
TLS connection to the nominated DoH server, and then sends the DNS query to the DoH
server. The DoH server will likely initiate a regular DNS query, at which point the encrypted
and encoded DNS query enters the regular DNS resolvers. DoH usage has no impact on the
Canary protocol’s encryption.

Canary/Console Encryption
Event reports from Canary to Console never travel in the clear. The solution employed by
Canary is to encrypt traffic with a strong, symmetric cipher.

When a bird is configured correctly and registered to a Console, it stores a secret (or
symmetric) key which is shared with its Console. This key is unique to the bird, and every
device shares a different key with its Console.

The public portion of the keys are exchanged between Canary and Console at registration
time, pivoted via the administrators browser. This mitigates the risk of the initial key
exchange being intercepted/compromised by either an active or passive Man In-The-Middle
(MITM).

All live mode traffic from the bird to the Console (and vice-versa) are encrypted with these
keys.

The underlying symmetric encryption library used is NaCl, which provides the Salsa20
stream cipher for encryption and Poly1305 MAC for authentication. Messages from bird to
Console use a counter as a nonce (incremented on each message and saved across reboots
and factory resets), and messages from Console to bird use a random 24-byte nonce.
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Canary Protocol
Protocol Overview
The following steps provide an overview of the Canary protocol, and are indicative of normal
Canary operations:

1. The Canary wants to send a message to the Console. e.g. to report an SSH login
attempt.

2. The Canary creates a JSON object, containing all the event details.
3. The object is compressed.
4. The compressed object is then symmetrically encrypted with the shared key (decided

during the Console registration process).
5. The JSON object (now compressed & encrypted) is encoded using Base32, to turn the

binary blob into a DNS-safe string, which increases its size.
6. This compressed/encrypted/encoded string is then split into multiple fragments for

transmission over multiple requests.
7. The entire message is transmitted by way of multiple DNS queries, which recursively

make their way to the intended destination – the dedicated Canary Hosted Console.
8. The Console receives the individual fragments, and rebuilds the original message to

reconstruct the original JSON object sent by the bird.
9. Depending on the content of the message received, the Console may create a new

incident, discard the event or add it to an existing incident.
10.The Console replies to the bird with its own encrypted response after all the message

fragments arrive and are reassembled.

In this manner, Canary builds a connection-oriented protocol over stateless DNS, that can
carry large amounts of data over small individual packets.

The sections to follow describe the flows required for normal Canary operation. All
messages are carried over the encrypted DNS transport described elsewhere. The protocol
is always client initiated and based on the Canary polling the Console.
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Heartbeats
Every 15s (configurable) the birds send a heartbeat message to the Console. The message
includes basic details about each bird such as uptime, its local time, name and location.

Figure 2 illustrates a Canary sending heartbeats to the Console every 15 seconds. This is the
default time-lapse value, which can be modified if required:

FIGURE 2 – HEARTBEAT TRACE
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Waiting Instructions
On receiving a heartbeat, the Console checks whether there are instructions waiting for the
bird.  Waiting instructions include “reboot yourself”, “request new settings”, “request an
update”, “send a health status”, and so on. If there are waiting instructions, then the Console
indicates this in the encrypted response it sends back to the bird.

When the bird receives the heartbeat response, it will take action if there are waiting
instructions.

For an instruction such as “reboot”, this is simple. Instructions such as “request new settings”
kick off a new round of messages to the Console, where the bird asks for segments of the
settings file and reassembles them as they arrive. Once the entire new settings file has been
retrieved, it’s installed and the device is rebooted.

Reboot instruction packet flow
A reboot instruction example is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3 – REBOOT INSTRUCTION
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Settings installation packet flow
Figure 4 shows a settings deployment packet flow. Note how it is synchronous, and that the
next set of bytes is only requested if the previous set has been successfully received.

FIGURE 4 – SETTINGS PACKET FLOW
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Instructions supported
The birds support these instructions:

● Fetch settings
● Fetch update
● Send current settings
● Reboot
● Set device time
● Debug instructions

Events
When a Canary event occurs, the module that implements that protocol will pack the event’s
data into a structure and send it to the server. The information attached depends on the
protocol, but almost always includes:

● Source IP address
● Source port
● Destination IP address
● Destination port
● Reverse lookup of the host
● Description of the event
● Additional information (protocol-specific)
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Figure 5 shows what happens when an event occurs on the Canary.

FIGURE 5 – EVENT TRANSMISSION

Each protocol has its own attributes we care about, which affects what is included in the
additional information. For example, a login attempt on Telnet, SSH, Web, FTP and others will
generally include a username and the supplied password. However, SSH will also include the
supplied public-key if one is used. Likewise, the Redis module includes the Redis command
that was executed. For more information on what attributes are associated with events, look
in the “Incidents and event attributes” section of the API documentation on your Console.

These event reports will almost always be larger than the underlying DNS protocol’s
maximum packet size. However, our encrypted overlay transport cleanly handles
fragmenting the messages, and so the reports are not limited to tiny sizes. When the
Console has received the full event report, it responds with an acknowledgement so the bird
knows the message has been received.
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Retransmission
If one of the fragments is lost (UDP is a stateless protocol), then our overlay supports
retransmission. In this example, an event had four segments. In sending the segments, #3
did not reach the Console. It will be retried 3 times, with exponential back-off.

If the failure extends past the three retransmission attempts, the entire event (i.e. all
segments) are stored on the bird, and will be retried periodically in its entirety. This cache of
unacknowledged messages persists across boots and will be retried at the next boot.
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Figure 6 shows what this looks like on the wire.

FIGURE 6 – RESENDING LOST PACKETS
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Console Web Interface Encryption
TLS (Transport Layer Security) and its predecessor SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) are the
standard security technologies for establishing a secure communication link between a
client and a server – in our case the client is the administrator’s browser, and the server is
the dedicated Canary hosted Console.

Conclusion
The Canary solution from Thinkst paves the way to a powerful, yet simple deception
technology. This is a nightmare from an attacker’s perspective, as widespread decoys
increase the chance that network reconnaissance will lead to discovery.

From a defender’s perspective, Canary employs a simple, secure deployment mechanism,
which removes the barrier to entry, enabling widespread honeypot deployment.

Once operational, the Canary uses industry-standard encryption algorithms to communicate
with its Console. The DNS overlay provides a robust communication method, while ensuring
that zero changes will be required in most networks. Updates are delivered securely by the
bird reaching out to the Console, and pulling signed updates down over a series of
encrypted UDP packets.

Canary events are correlated into incidents, to ensure that just one alert is sent to you, from
the Console. This minimizes noise, and ensures alerts are high fidelity and actionable.

Further alerting mechanisms (ReST API and Webhooks) work to ensure that the Canary
handler can “set-and-forget”, and the Canary can be integrated into standard operating
procedures.

Canary therefore immediately provides return-on-investment, by alerting you to the
presence of unwanted guests. The combination of onsite agents (the Canary) and cloud
technology (the Console) provide a holistic solution to breach detection and notification.
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